
 

WizTree can recognize more than 6 million file types, ranging from plain text files, picture files, music, video files, documents, archives,
Office documents, Excel sheets, presentations, and so on. The app is licensed as Freeware and it is compatible with both 32- and 64-bit
versions of Windows. It has a massive database of file types with information, descriptions, media sizes, formatting, special file properties,
and so on. It includes “Scan”, “Analyze” and “Manage” options. This utility is a fast file analyzer with the following features: WizTree: Folder
size assessment Time-saving and accurate The main window shows the folder and its contents in order to help you identify the largest files. All
files can be listed or sorted by size. You can apply additional filters to list only specific file types, such as images, video, music and text files.
Takes only a couple of minutes to review the sizes of all files in your folder. The folder size will be displayed as a percentage. You can choose
to add a folder to the “Ignored folders” or to “Ignored folders and directories”. The results can be exported to a CSV file, in case you need to
manually sort the results. Optionally, you can remove the top-ten items from the “Ignored items” and “Ignored items and directories” lists. The
folder can be opened using Windows Explorer if you want to manually run the scan. Configurable settings WizTree also provides numerous
settings, including several folders, keywords, file types, ignored folders, and much more. It also enables you to customize the displayed images
and icons. Highly recommended for file scanning and size management If you are looking for a free app that can help you locate the largest
file in a specific folder and then assess the size of the file, you should consider WizTree. It is perfect for Windows XP, Windows 7, and
Windows 8 users and it has been designed to quickly provide relevant information about files and folders. You can easily check the size,
number, type and extension of a large number of files in a few seconds and use it to find the largest and smallest files in your drives. WizTree
can also find the size of archives, and the size of images cc6f4944dd

Filelist Generator
Version Control for engineers
Linera Uninstall Manager Lite
SmartCodeComponent
CounterPoint
River Past Wave@MP3
Wireless Communication Library .NET Lite
meshconv
BulkSender - Lite Edition
Punch-BD
winMoji
GPS Inspector
Smart Catalog CS3
Pure
AllerCalc
Fast File Search
True Paste
EPANET
Advanced COM Port Redirector
Startup CPL

AnonMail is free software that can be used to allow you to send confidential email messages. The person receiving the message can not
identify you as the original sender. AnonMail Features: Send anonymous mail to contacts using either "standard" or "HTTPS" protocols
Configurable "Helix" mailboxes One click "Archive" "Spam" filtering Allows you to send attachments "Beacon" feature Guarantees that your
email address will be a new temporary email address with a randomized hostname Configurable "Internet Time" (One click for every
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"Address") Anonymous "Burner" addresses "Autoresponder" email address Configurable "Sending Time" (One click for every "Address")
Allows you to configure special sending times Enable "Outbound Sender Verification" Guarantee that a received email is from you Write the
first line of the email before sending All "Receiving" information in the email is encrypted Allow you to use the "anonymous" protocol for
your anonymous email "OpenPGP" encryption Allows you to create "signatures" to be attached to your email messages Advanced search
features (Go to advanced search section in Help file) Recipient address is hidden when the message is sent Recipient address is hidden in plain
text when the message is sent Sends email to "bounce-list" Allows you to send mails without receiving mails Allows you to detect other
"AnonMail" clients Allows you to connect to multiple computers at the same time Allows you to control multiple "AnonMail" instances
Allows you to manage multiple POP/IMAP email accounts Allows you to run "AnonMail" from Win32 Allows you to configure "AnonMail"
from Win32 Allows you to write an "AnonMail" application in any programming language Allows you to configure "AnonMail" applications
in any programming language Allows you to generate HTML pages from multiple "AnonMail" instances Allows you to generate HTML pages
from multiple "AnonMail" applications Allows you to run "AnonMail" on Win32 Allows you to send email using "Internet Mail" Allows you
to send email using "Outlook Express" Allows you to send email using "Outlook" Allows you to send email using "Eudora" Allows you to
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